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Abstract
This work proposes a novel multi-task and multi-fidelity
autotuning framework, GPTuneBand, for tuning large-scale
expensive high performance computing (HPC) applications.
GPTuneBand combines a multi-task Bayesian optimization
algorithm with a multi-armed bandit strategy, well-suited
for tuning expensive HPC applications such as numerical
libraries, scientific simulation codes and machine learning
(ML) models, particularly with a very limited tuning budget.
Our numerical results show that compared to other stateof-the-art autotuners, which only allows single-task or
single-fidelity tuning, GPTuneBand obtains significantly
better performance for numerical libraries and simulation
codes, and competitive validation accuracy for training ML
models. When tuning the Hypre library with 12 parameters,
GPTuneBand wins over its single-fidelity predecessor GPTune
on 62.5% tasks, with a maximum speedup of 1.2x, and wins
over a single-task, multi-fidelity tuner BOHB on 72.5% tasks.
When tuning the MFEM library on large numbers of CPU
cores, GPTuneBand obtains a 1.7x speedup when compared
with the default code parameters.

1

Introduction

Autotuning aims at automatically finding code parameters that optimize the runtime, memory, communication cost, or accuracy for complex, black-box functions.
Specifically, this technique can be applied to hyperparameter tuning of ML models such as neural networks and
support vector machines [7, 50, 8, 54, 29, 36, 30, 16, 57],
as well as tuning of performance-critical parameters for
large-scale numerical libraries and first-principle simulation software packages [37, 35, 47]. Model-free optimization and Bayesian optimization (BO) are two main
families of black-box tuning methods. Model-free optimization methods include global approaches such as
simulated annealing [28], genetic algorithms [52] and particle swarm optimization [26], and local approaches such
as Nelder–Mead simplex [41] and Orthogonal Search [11].
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In contrast, Bayesian optimization methods [21, 49, 17]
typically model the tuning objective as a Gaussian process (GP) [46], adaptively sample the objective to update
the GP, and use the posterior GP as a surrogate model to
search for new promising samples. When tuning expensive and noisy objectives, e.g., performance of large-scale
HPC applications, both methods face significant challenges due to the high cost of reliable samples. Strategies
to address these challenges include:
Multi-task tuning. In many tuning scenarios,
there are correlated tuning tasks, and one can use such
correlation to improve performance on each task. Multitask tuning has been used for continuous sets of tasks
[39, 38] and discrete tasks [31, 54, 44, 13, 35]. In the
discrete case, one can use a multi-output GP model, such
as the linear coregionalization model (LCM) [3, 22] or the
intrinsic model of coregionalization (IMC) [3, 18, 9], to
model performance across correlated tasks [54, 44, 13, 35].
Some works further extended acquisition functions in
BO to multi-task settings [31, 54, 44, 13].
Multi-fidelity tuning. Many applications can execute at multiple fidelity levels, where the highest-fidelity
runs correspond to the true, but most expensive objective function, and lower-fidelity ones are less accurate
but computationally inexpensive. A multi-fidelity autotuner can run many low-fidelity evaluations (application runs) with smaller cost, quickly identify promising samples (parameter configurations), and then allocate more resources for high-fidelity evaluations (application runs) with those samples (parameter configurations). Some works focused on extending BO algorithms to multi-fidelity settings and adapted various
acquisition functions in BO to multi-fidelity settings
[19, 32, 23, 24, 45, 30, 57, 55]. Another line of work
is to use multi-armed bandit strategy for multi-fidelity
sampling to better balance low-fidelity evaluations and
high-fidelity evaluations [33, 56].
To further improve tuner performance for large-scale
HPC applications, we propose GPTuneBand, a publicly
available autotuner allowing both multi-task and multifidelity tuning. GPTuneBand is specially designed for
large-scale HPC applications, where application runs are
expensive and limited to a relatively small number, but it
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is also well suited for tuning any applications that needs optimization algorithms. OpenTuner does not support
multi-task tuning and allows multi-fidelity evaluations. multi-task or multi-fidelity tuning. Hyperband (HB) [33]
Our main contributions are summarized below:
is a model-free multi-fidelity tuner based on the bandit
strategy and random sampling. It balances the number
• GPTuneBand is an autotuning framework that of objective evaluations and the fidelity by using the banallows both multi-task and multi-fidelity tuning. dit strategy, and it will be described in detail in Section
The key idea is to build LCM models across both 3.2. HpBandSter (BOHB) [16] is a BO variant of HB. It
tasks and fidelity levels to guide sampling and differs from HB in that it builds Tree Parzen Estimator
then use a multi-armed bandit strategy to select (TPE) [7] models to guide sampling. These tuners do
potentially strong candidates from lower-fidelity not support multi-task tuning. Similarly, HB-ABLR [56]
samples. Compared to neural network-based multi- is a multi-task and multi-fidelity tuning algorithm that
task and multi-fidelity autotuners [56], our LCM- combines HB with adaptive Bayesian linear regression
based lightweight autotuner requires much smaller (ABLR) [42]. However, it relies on neural networks, and
numbers of samples to build informative models.
thus requires large number of evaluations, to build task
• GPTuneBand applies to HPC codes on a variety correlation. GPTune [35] is a multi-task autotuning softof shared-memory or distributed-memory, CPU or ware package targeted at exascale applications, which
CPU-based machine. In addition, GPTuneBand relies on LCM surrogate models to efficiently learn task
itself is also distributed-memory parallel for the correlations. GPTune does not support multi-fidelity
tuning, and it will be desribed in detail in Section 3.1. In
efficient modeling process.
addition, a multi-task search space refinement algorithm
• GPTuneBand is an extension of the publicly avail- [43] is also developed.
able multi-task, single-fidelity autotuning framework GPTune [35], and therefore it is also publicly Algorithm 1 Bayesian optimization-based MLA
available and inherits all salient features of GPTune, 1: Sampling: Evaluate y(x, ti ) at n = ntot /2 initial
such as a historical database, crowd tuning, userrandom samples for each task ti ∈ T .
provided performance models, and reverse communi- 2: while n < ntot do
cation interface (RCI) to improve tuning efficiency. 3:
Modeling: Update hyperparameters of the
LCM of {y(x, ti )}i≤m using all available data.
• Our empirical study shows that GPTuneBand out4:
Search: Search for an optimizer x∗i for the EI
performs several other state-of-the-art autotuners
of task ti ∈ T . Let X ∗ = [x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗m ].
on a wide range of large-scale scientific applications
5:
Evaluate y(x, ti ) for ti ∈ T at the new tuning
as well as ML models.
parameter configurations X ∗ .
6:
n ← n + 1.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
7:
end
while
related state-of-the-art work as our reference algorithms.
8:
Return
the optimal tuning parameter configurations
Section 3 introduces the notations of the general tuning
and
objective
function values for each task.
problem, the multi-task tuning problem in the BO
framework, and the multi-fidelity tuning problem in
the multi-armed bandit framework. Section 4 describes 3 Background
the GPTuneBand algorithm with an illustrative example. The goal of tuning is to find the parameter configurations
Section 5 shows the empirical study of GPTuneBand on that optimize an application’s performance such as
tuning various HPC and machine learning applications runtime, accuracy, or memory use. The tuning objective
and compare with the other state-of-the-art autotuners. is a function f : X → R over a d-dimensional tuning
parameter space X ⊂ Rd (discrete and categorical
2 Related work
parameters are mapped to R if needed). We model
In Section 1, we discussed related work in the general observations of the objective, which may be noisy, by
2
autotuning literature, and related work specifically in the y(x) = f (x) +  where  ∼ N (0, σnoise
). In the
multi-task tuning literature and multi-fidelity tuning lit- following, we describe the multi-task tuning algorithm
erature. Here, we highlight some specific stat-of-the-art of GPTune [35], and the multi-fidelity tuning algorithm
autotuners as the reference algorithms. OpenTuner [5] is of Hyperband [33], both of which are closely related to
one of the state-of-the-art model-free autotuners, which our GPTuneBand algorithm.
combines most of the model-free optimization algorithms
mentioned in Section 1 and then solves a multi-armed 3.1 Multi-task tuning in the BO framework
bandit problem [25] to allocate workloads to different In a multi-task setting, one has several tuning tasks
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for an application, for example tuning the runtime of
a linear algebra solver on several different matrix sizes.
We parameterize tasks by t ∈ T ⊂ Rα , where T is an
α-dimensional task space. The objective can then be
written as f (x, t) with one task argument t. We denote
by T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tm } ⊂ T a set of m tuning tasks.
The Efficient Global Optimization (EGO) [21] is
a classical BO algorithm that builds a Gaussian process (GP) [46] as a surrogate model and then optimizes
the Expected Improvement (EI) [40] acquisition function to determine the next sample. The multi-task BO
algorithm used in GPTune, called the Multi-task Learning Autotuning (MLA) algorithm, extends EGO to the
multi-task setting. MLA consists of three main phases:
sampling, modeling and search [35].
Sampling. MLA evaluates a set of n initial samples for each task. We let Xi ∈ Rd×n and Yi =
[yi,1 , . . . , yi,n ] ∈ Rn denote initial samples and evaluated
objective values for task ti , and X = [X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm ] ∈
Rd×nm and Y = [Y1 ; Y2 ; . . . ; Ym ] ∈ Rmn denote initial
samples and evaluated objective values for all m tasks.
Modeling. MLA models the joint distribution
across tasks by LCM [3, 22] which generalizes GPs to the
multi-task setting. Specifically, LCM models objective
f (x, ti ) for each task ti ∈ T by linear combinations of
Q ≤ m latent random functions:
f (x, ti ) =

Q
X

ai,q uq (x),

q=1

where ai,q are hyperparameters to learn and uq (x) are
latent functions. Each latent function is an independent
zero-mean GP with e.g., a squared exponential (SE)
kernel
!
d
X
0
2
0 2 q
kq (x, x ) = σq exp −
(xi − xi ) /li ,
i=1

where σq2 is the variance and liq are length scales.
Thus, the covariance matrix for all samples of all tasks,
Σ(X, X) ∈ Rmn×mn , has entries
Q
X
0
0
Σ(xi,j , xi ,j ) =
(ai,q ai0 ,q + bi,q δi,i0 )kq (xi,j , xi0 ,j 0 )
q=1

+ di δi,i0 δj,j 0 ,
where δi,j is the Kronecker delta function, and bi,q
and di are regularization parameters. The LCM model
hyperparameters can then be estimated by maximizing
the log-likelihood using gradient-based optimization
methods such as L-BFGS [34].
Search. The LCM predicts the joint distribution
at new points [x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗m ] with posterior mean
µ∗ = [µ∗1 , µ∗2 , . . . , µ∗m ] and posterior variance σ ∗2 =
∗2
[σ1∗2 , σ2∗2 , . . . , σm
] as:

µ∗ = Σ(X ∗ , X)Σ(X, X)−1 Y,
σ ∗2 = diag(Σ(X ∗ , X ∗ ) − Σ(X ∗ , X)Σ(X, X)−1 Σ(X, X ∗ )),
which can be used to construct the EI acquisition
function. The EI is then optimized to select the next
point X ∗ for each task. We refer to the GPTune paper
[35] for more details on the search phase.
One iteration finishes when a new sample X ∗ is
evaluated and it repeats until the sample budget ntot is
exhausted. Algorithm 1 summarizes the MLA iterations.
Algorithm 2 Hyperband using SuccessiveHalving (SH)
as a subroutine
Inputs: η, fidelity bounds bmin and bmax
k
j
b
1: compute smax = logη bmax .
min
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

for s ∈ {smax , smax −1, . . . , 0} do
smax + 1 s
compute N (s) =
η .
s+1
compute B(s) = bmax η −s .
generate N (s) random samples at fidelity B(s)
and run SH on them.
end for

3.2 Multi-fidelity tuning in the multi-armed
bandit framework
In a multi-fidelity setting, the application can be run with
different fidelity parameters, such as the discretization
level in a partial differential equation (PDE) solver, or
the number of iterations in an iterative algorithm. Lower
fidelity runs are less accurate, but are also less expensive.
We parameterize fidelities by b ∈ [bmin , bmax ], where
bmin , bmax are given minimum and maximum fidelity
levels. Here we assume the function evaluation time
is linear with the fidelity b. In this way, the objective
function can be augmented as f (x, b) with one more
fidelity input argument b. The tuning goal is to find
tuning parameters x to optimize the objective at the
highest fidelity, i.e., f (x, bmax ). Evaluations at a low
fidelity f (x, b) where b < bmax serve as approximations
of f (x, bmax ).
Hyperband (HB) [33] (Algorithm 2) is a recent
model-free multi-fidelity tuning algorithm. Based on
bandit strategy, it collects sets of random samples at
different fidelity levels and then calls successive halving (SH) [20] (Algorithm 3) to promote promising samples to higher fidelity evaluations. Given a fidelity
bound [bmin , bmax ] and a “halving” factor η, Hyperband’s
multi-armed bandit strategy prescribes multiple brackets
{0, 1, . . . , smax }, where 0 corresponds to the highest fidelity and smax = blogη bmax /bmin c. Thus, the associated
fidelity levels are {bmax ' η smax bmin , . . . , ηbmin , bmin }, a
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geometrically decreasing sequence. Here bracket s requires N (s) initial samples at fidelity B(s). Note that
bmin , bmax and η are designed for approximately equal
evaluation costs across brackets. After a bracket s collects all initial samples, it evaluates all existing samples
in the bracket, keeps the best η ones, and evaluates them
at a fidelity η times larger. This process repeats until
the highest fidelity bmax is reached in bracket s. Finally,
Hyperband selects the best sample at the highest fidelity
among all brackets.
By using the multi-armed bandit strategy, Hyperband achieves good balance between the exploration via
low fidelity sampling and the exploitation via high fidelity sampling. Instead of generating random samples
for SH, HpBandSter (BOHB) [16] generates samples for
SH using BO methods via TPE [7] models. However,
neither HB nor BOHB supports a multi-task tuning setting. Moreover, even for single-task tuning, they do not
exploit correlations among different fidelity levels during
sample collection.

can execute multiple passes to collect more samples and
build more informative LCMs. Using correlations across
fidelities and tasks, GPTuneBand needs significantly
fewer total samples.
Since LCM is used across both brackets and tasks,
we use “task” to refer to a user-specified tuning task, and
“LCM-task” to refer to a sub-task used to construct LCMs.
Specifically, an “LCM-task” is a bracket associated with
a given fidelity level and a given tuning task. See Section
4.1 for more details and examples.
Algorithm 4 summarizes the GPTuneBand algorithm. The inputs are: a fidelity function B(·) mapping
a bracket variable s to a fidelity level B(s), a constant
smax determining the number of brackets, a constant
“halving” factor η determining the number of samples
of each bracket and the selection rate later in the SH
run [20], and task parameters {ti }m
i=1 indicating tuning
tasks. We explain Algorithm 4 in three stages:
Initialization stage. In this stage, we determine
the number of samples N (s) and the fidelity B(s) for each
bracket and each task. Given the constant smax , there
will
be smax + 1 brackets indexed by bracket variables
Algorithm 3 SuccessiveHalving
s
=
0,
1, . . . , smax . For bracket s, the number of samples
Inputs: B(·), s, η, a set C containing N (s) configuration
N
(s)
is
geometrically-spaced:
samples.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

4

for i ∈ {s, s − 1, . . . , 1} do
Evaluate all configuration samples from C at
B(i).
Select the top b|C|/ηc samples and form a new
sample set C.
end for
Evaluate the current configuration sample set C at
B(0).
Return C containing selected samples at the highest
fidelity.
The GPTuneBand algorithm

In this section, we introduce the proposed multi-task and
multi-fidelity tuning algorithm GPTuneBand. Similar
to HpBandSter (BOHB), GPTuneBand has three stages.
First, the bandit strategy prescribes the total number
of brackets, where bracket s requires N (s) samples at
starting fidelity B(s). Second, BO algorithms are used
to generate the N (s) samples in each bracket. Third,
each bracket runs the SH [20] algorithm (Algorithm 3)
to find the best one(s) in each bracket.
We highlight several key differences between HpBandSter and GPTuneBand: (a) While HpBandSter
build TPE models within each bracket to guide sampling, GPTuneBand uses LCMs across fidelities in different brackets to facilitate sampling. (b) GPTuneBand
extends well to the multi-task setting by using LCMs
across both fidelity brackets and tasks. (c) GPTuneBand

N (s) = b(smax + 1)/(s + 1)cη s .
The fidelity function B(·) maps a bracket variable s to
a fidelity B(s), satisfying bmax = B(0) > B(1) · · · >
B(smax ) = bmin . In this way, different from Hyperband
(Algorithm 2), we provide a more flexible way of bandit
sampling, but it reduces to the Hyperband setup by
setting B(s) = bmax η −s and smax = blogη (bmax /bmin )c.
In the remaining part of this paper, for clarity we use
the same setup as Hyperband and we refer to one input
tuple [bmin , bmax , η] as one specific bandit structure.
Sampling stage. The next stage is to sample for
all brackets of all tasks. The main for-loop in Algorithm
4 details the sampling approach. Specifically, it builds
LCMs across both brackets and tasks to guide the
sampling. We use the notation LCM(p, n) to represent
one LCM with p LCM-tasks and n target samples for
each LCM-task. In line 5 of Algorithm 4, “build or
update LCM” works the same way as the MLA algorithm
(Algorithm 1) iteratively build and update an LCM.
Selection stage. When a bracket of one task has
finished the sampling stage, i.e., a bracket s reaches the
target number of samples N (s), it will be removed from
the LCM and enter the selection stage. It then calls an
SH [20] run to identify the best one(s) at the highest
fidelity. At the end of the for-loop, after each bracket
identifies the best ones, GPTuneBand then reports the
best among them.
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Figure 1: Illustrution of the proposed GPTuneBand algorithm with bmin = 1, bmax = 27, η = 3 and m = 2 tasks.
Number of samples and corresponding fidelity are denoted by n and b respectively.
4.1 Illustrative example of GPTuneBand
In this section, we use a graphical example in Figure 1 to
illustrate Algorithm 4. This example uses the bmin = 1,
bmax = 27, η = 3 bandit structure and m = 2 tasks. Each
solid vertical block represents one set of n samples at
fidelity level b for one task. Each transparent horizontal
block corresponds to one LCM (in gray, pink, orange
and blue). Each transparent vertical block represents
one SH run (in green).
From line 1 of Algorithm 4, for each of the two tasks,
it generates 4 brackets s = {0, . . . , 3}, with fidelities
B(0) = 27, B(1) = 9, B(2) = 3, B(3) = 1, and number
of samples N (0) = 4, N (1) = 6, N (2) = 9, N (3) = 27
respectively. The main for-loop of Algorithm 4 contains
the sampling stage (LCM sampling) and the selection
stage (SH runs). We explain the LCM sampling and
the SH runs separately even though they are done
concurrently in Algorithm 4.
For the LCM sampling (Algorithm 4, lines 4 and 5),
GPTuneBand first builds an LCM with m(smax + 1) = 8
LCM-tasks and 4 samples each, using samples from all
brackets and tasks. Next, bracket s = 0 is removed from
LCM sampling and starts an SH run (Algorithm 4, line 6).
Without bracket s = 0, an LCM with msmax = 6 LCMtasks and 6 samples each is then updated, which only
requires 2 more samples per LCM-task from 2 additional
MLA search iterations (same as the MLA’s search phase
in line 4 of Algorithm 1) as there exist 4 samples per
LCM-task from the previous LCM sampling. This LCM
sampling process continues until all the brackets and
tasks have collected the target number of samples.
For the SH runs (Algorithm 4, line 6), it performs 6

Algorithm 4 GPTuneBand Algorithm (one pass)
Inputs: fidelity function B(·), smax , η, tasks: t1 , . . . ,tm
1: Compute the starting number of samples N (s) for
each bracket
s:


smax + 1 s
η for s = 0, 1, . . . , smax .
2: N (s) =
s+1
3: for s ∈ {0, . . . , smax } do
4:
build the current LCM-task set T = {Tij : i =
1, . . . , m, j = s, . . . , smax }, where an LCM-task Tij
means task ti with starting fidelity B(j).
†
5:
build or update LCM(|T |, N (s)) , where |T | =
m(smax − s + 1), until N (s) configuration samples
for each task Tij ∈ T are obtained.
6:
run sucessive halving (SH) on each task Tij in
bracket s, i.e. on T s = {Tij : i = 1, . . . , m, j = s}
7: end for
8: Return Configuration with the optimal objective
value for each task ti .
† LCM(p, n) means an LCM model with p LCM-tasks, with
n target samples for each LCM-task.

SH runs in total, 3 brackets s = 1, 2, 3 multiplied with 2
tasks t = 1, 2 (bracket s = 0 requires no SH runs since
it collects samples at the highest fidelity bmax directly).
For one task, each SH starts using N (s) samples at the
starting fidelity B(s), then boosts the fidelity for the top
1/η = 1/3 configurations until the highest fidelity bmax
is reached.
Algorithm 4 and Figure 1 only show one pass of
GPTuneBand, while in fact GPTuneBand can do multipass tuning, with number of passes np > 1. In the first
Copyright © 2022 by SIAM
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pass, each LCM(p, n) generates n new samples per LCMtask from scratch. In the following passes, however, each
LCM(p, n) generates n new samples per LCM-task on
top of all the historical data from previous passes, i.e.,
data generated by previous LCM sampling and SH runs.
Therefore, more passes np could significantly improve
the model quality of each LCM.

To compare multi-fidelity tuners GPTuneBand and
BOHB, we use the same multi-armed bandit structure
in both cases. To compare with single-fidelity tuners
(GPTune, OpenTuner and TPE), which always run the
application at the highest fidelity, we use the same,
normalized, total evaluation cost. Specifically, let the
highest fidelity evaluation have unit cost, an evaluation
at fidelity b would have normalized cost b/bmax . We
ensure the total sum of these normalized costs over all
samples at all fidelities for one task remains the same
across all autotuners.
Performance metrics. In multi-task settings, we
define three metrics to evaluate the tuning performance
of an autotuner. The absolute performance is the
final optimal objective values found by an autotuner,
while the relative performance is the ratio of the
optimal objective values found by an autotuner to the
optimal among all autotuners. Specifically, let {Ai }5i=1
be 5 autotuners. With tasks {tj }m
j=1 , the absolute
performance of autotuner Ai is defined as
h
i
Ai
Ai
i
RAi = oA
1 , o2 , . . . , om ,

and its relative performance is then
h
i
Figure 2: Example of multi-fidelity demo objective
∗ Ai
∗
Ai
∗
i
R̃Ai = oA
1 /o1 , o2 /o2 , . . . , om /om ,
function for t ∈ [1, 1.5, 2, 2.5] with fidelity level b ∈
i
[1, 9, 27] and bmax = 27.
where o∗j = min1≤i≤5 {oA
j } is the best objective value of
task tj among all autotuners. Therefore, the closer each
entry of R̃Ai is to 1, the better the relative performance
5 Experiments
autotuner Ai shows. For tuning with a relatively large
We run multi-task and multi-fidelity (MTMF) tuning number of tasks, we evaluate tuning performance by
to evaluate the tuning performance of GPTuneBand on comparing the distribution of R̃ over tasks {tj }m
j=1 and
one synthetic function and four real numerical applica- use R̄ = (mean(R̃) + median(R̃))/2 as a metric to
tions: hypre [15], fast kernel ridge regression (KRR), evaluate the relative performance, the closer to 1 the
NIMROD [51], MFEM [4], and one machine learning model: better. In addition, for tuning with a small number
graph convolutional network (GCN). Experiments are of tasks, it is more straightforward to evaluate the
run on the Cori machine at NERSC1 : a Cray XC40 sys- tuning history, which is an array of historical best
tem with 2388 Haswell nodes, each of which consists of objective values found by an autotuner during objective
two 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2698v3 processors. Codes are evaluations on one task. We plot and compare the tuning
available online [1], and more experiment details can be history (on the highest fidelity) versus thus-far the total
found in the supplement2 .
normalized evaluation cost (using all fidelities).
We compare with other state-of-the-art tuners:
GPTune [35], HpBandSter (BOHB) [16], TPE [7] and 5.1 Synthetic function
OpenTuner (OT) [5]. GPTune supports multi-task and We first run MTMF tuning on a 1D demo function. The
single-fidelity tuning; BOHB supports single-task and true objective is
3
multi-fidelity tuning; TPE is the single-fidelity version
X

t+1
y(x, t) = 1 + e−(x+1) cos(2πx)
sin 2πx(t + 2)i ,
of BOHB, i.e., a single-task BO algorithm based on
i=1
TPE models; OpenTuner supports single-task and singlefidelity tuning.
where x ∈ [0, 1] and t > 0. This function is highly nonconvex, representing a very hard problem for black-box
optimization. The tuning goal is to minimize y(x, t) for
1 http://www.nersc.gov/users/computational-systems/
multiple tasks t. To enable multi-fidelity evaluations, we
cori/
2 https://drive.google.com/file/d/
add noise to the true objective, with a constant e = 0.1
1naLrGS73gBaDOQ83wpg7FzBHnb0JNCXJ/view?usp=sharing
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Figure 3: Detailed tuning results: 1) pair-wise comparison of absolute performance metric R and 2) histogram
plot of relative performance metric R̃Ai , where i = 1, ..., 5 correspond to five autotuners. Left: 10 demo tasks
corresponding to ID 1 of Table 1. Right: 10 hypre tasks corresponding to ID 3 of Table 2.
ID Task range
1
2
3
4
5
6

[1, 1.45]
[1, 1.45]
[1, 1.45]
[1, 1.45]
[1, 1.45]
[1, 5.5]

Bandit structure
GPTuneBand BOHB GPTune OpenTuner TPE
[bmin ,bmax ,η]
[1, 8, 2]
1.010
1.082
1.043
1.079
1.112
[1, 16, 2]
1.018
1.064
1.039
1.054
1.094
[1, 9, 3]
1.022
1.088
1.023
1.092
1.114
[1, 27, 3]
1.017
1.017 1.050
1.060
1.051
[1, 16, 4]
1.016
1.025
1.030
1.086
1.084
[1, 27, 3]
1.013
1.090
1.107
1.131
1.090

Table 1: MTMF tuning of 10 demo tasks with different task ranges and different multi-armed bandit structures.
The relative performance metric R̄ of each autotuner is shown, the closer to 1 the better.
controlling the maximum noise level:
ỹ(x, t, b) = y(x, t) (1 + e cos(ax)(1 − b/bmax )) .
Hence, ỹ(x, t, bmax ) = y(x, t) is an exact evaluation,
while ỹ(x, t, bmin ) approximates y(x, t) with the least
accuracy. Figure 2 shows plots of demo function for
t ∈ [1, 1.5, 2, 2.5] with different fidelity levels b ∈ [1, 9, 27].
Specifically, b = bmax = 27 provides exact evaluation of
the demo function y(x, t), while b = bmin = 1 and b = 9
provide approximate evaluations with different accuracy.
Using this demo, we study how different bandit
structures affect the performance of GPTuneBand. We
select 10 tasks uniformly from a range of t and different
bandit structures. Each experiment uses np = 1 pass
and is repeated for 5 runs. Table 1 compares the relative
performance, where GPTuneBand shows the best relative
performance for all experiments (rows). As for the
absolute performance, averaging over all 6 experiments,
GPTuneBand wins over BOHB on 73% tasks, over
GPTune on 67% tasks, over OT on 85% tasks, over
TPE on 95% tasks. For more details, see Figure 3 (Left)
for the pair-wise comparison of absolute performance
RAi and the histogram of relative performance R̃Ai for
ID 1 in Table 1. We conclude that, for this example,
GPTuneBand performs the best and is not sensitive
to the choice of bandit structure. Therefore, in the
following, we mainly use the [1, 8, 2] and [1, 27, 3]

structures, which work the best here.
5.2 HPC application: Hypre
The package hypre [15] contains several families of parallel algebraic multigrid preconditioners and solvers for
large-scale sparse linear systems. Here we tune the
runtime of GMRES with the BoomerAMG preconditioner for solving the convection-diffusion equation on
structured 3D grids. Task parameters are defined by
the a, c coefficients in the convection-diffusion equation:
−c∆u + a∇ · u = f. There are 12 tuning parameters of
integer, real and categorical types, for example processor
topology parameters, total number of MPIs, the AMG
strength threshold, the type of the parallel coarsening
algorithm and the type of parallel interpolation operator.
Details on tuning parameters can be found at [1].
The fidelity level is defined by the discretization
with k 3 grid points, where k ranges from kmin = 10 to
kmax = 100. Given the O(k 3 ) computational complexity
of the algebraic multigrid algorithm, the fidelity mapping
3
from b to k is a linear function interpolating [bmin , kmin
]
3
and [bmax , kmax ]. Experiments are run on 2 NERSC
Cori nodes, with 5 repeated runs and np = 1 pass. Each
highest-fidelity evaluation takes 5 seconds on average,
depending on the value of the tuning parameter.
Using hypre, we study how the multi-task setting
affects the performance of GPTuneBand. We randomly
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ID Task groups
1
2
3
4
5
6

10
10
5+5
3+2+3+2
3+3+4
3+3+4

Bandit structure
GPTuneBand BOHB GPTune OpenTuner TPE
[bmin , bmax , η]
[1, 8, 2]
1.20
1.25
1.02
1.49
1.23
[1, 27, 3]
1.11
1.16
1.01
1.35
1.10
[1, 27, 3]
1.03
1.34
1.24
1.46
1.17
[1, 27, 3]
1.03
1.27
1.13
1.53
1.19
[1, 27, 3]
1.09
1.29
1.08
1.39
1.14
[1, 8, 2]
1.10
1.19
1.10
1.34
1.13

Table 2: MTMF tuning of 10 hypre tasks with different task groups: m1 + m2 represents one m1 -task tuning and
one m2 -task tuning. Each task group performs an independent GPTune/GPTuneBand multi-task tuning. The
relative performance metric R̄ of each autotuner is shown, the closer to 1 the better.
select 10 tasks with a, c ∈ [0, 1] and break tasks into
different groups for multi-task tuning. This task group
division only affects multi-task tuners GPTune and
GPTuneBand, which perform an independent multi-task
tuning per group.
A comparison of relative performance is summarized
in Table 2. From Table 2, GPTuneBand outperforms
almost all tuners but GPTune in 10-task tuning (ID
1&2). However, if the same 10 tasks are divided into
smaller multi-task groups (ID 3,4,5,6) with each group
containing tasks of similar coefficients a, c, GPTuneBand
then performs the best or nearly best. As for the
absolute performance, with smaller groups, on average
GPTuneBand wins over BOHB on 72.5% tasks, over
GPTune on 62.5% tasks, over OT on 85% tasks, and over
TPE on 65% tasks. For more details, see Figure 3 (Right)
for the pair-wise comparison of absolute performance
RAi and the histogram plot of relative performance R̃Ai
for ID 3 in Table 2. On hypre, BOHB, however, cannot
even outperform its single-fidelity version TPE, whereas
GPTuneBand shows effective multi-fidelity tuning.
For the observation that smaller groups improve
GPTuneBand to outperform GPTune, one intuitive
reason is that, for the same set of tasks, GPTuneBand
builds more and larger size of LCMs than GPTune, which
is more difficult to fit due to more LCM hyperparameters,
especially for large task counts.

simultaneously without any grid search as in [12].
Given the linear-complexity of HSS-enhanced KRR,
we define the fidelity by the percentage p of total training
data, where pmin = 0.5 to pmax = 1. Therefore, the
fidelity level is linear with evaluation cost. With the
validation set fixed to 1K, a low-fidelity evaluation uses
partial training data, while a highest-fidelity evaluation
uses all training data. Given a bandit structure
[bmin , bmax , η], the fidelity mapping from b to p is a linear
function interpolating [bmin , pmin ] and [bmax , pmax ]. We
use the [bmin , bmax , η] = [1, 27, 3] bandit structure with
np = 3 passes. Each highest-fidelity evaluation requires
about 5 seconds on 2 NERSC Cori nodes.
A comparison of the tuning history is summarized
in Figure 4. Tuning histories are averaged over 5 runs,
with the shaded area being the standard error. We
note that, on average, GPTuneBand outperforms its
single-fidelity counterpart GPTune. For the first task
on the left, all tuners, except TPE, find a good enough
objective value fairly quickly and they also reach very
similar final results. TPE performs the worst on the
first task. For the second task, though all tuners reach
similar final results, earlier tuning performance differs
a lot. Noticeably, GPTuneBand outperforms all tuners,
except only TPE; BOHB cannot even outperform its
single-fidelity counterpart TPE and showed very large
performance variances. Generally, on the two tasks
among all tuners, GPTuneBand performs stably well
5.3 HPC-ML application: linear-complexity with small variances, and consistently outperforms its
kernel ridge regression (KRR)
single-task counterpart GPTune.
We run MTMF tuning of the KRR validation accuracy
on datasets from the public repository [14]. We consider 5.4 ML application: graph convolutional nettwo tasks/datasets SUSY [6] and Occupancy [10], with work (GCN)
N = 10K and N = 8K training data respectively. We We run MTMF tuning on another ML application ususe a linear-complexity (in N ) KRR algorithm using the ing GPUs. The tuning goal is the validation accuracy
distributed-memory numerical software STRUMPACK[53] of a graph convolutional network (GCN) [27] for semiwith the HSS compression algorithm. The tuning setting supervised graph node classification. We tune four GCN
is similar to Algorithm 5 of [12] with two real-valued hyperparameters3 : number of hidden units, initial learntuning parameters: the length scale h in the Gaussian
3 We use the GCN implementation in https://github.com/
kernel and the regularization parameter λ in ridge regression. Here we use the 5 autotuners to tune h and λ tkipf/pygcn.
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Figure 4: Tuning history of KRR on 2 tasks/datasets: SUSY (Left) and Occupancy (Right). Averaged over 5 runs.
Plots are the historically best function values at the highest fidelity versus thus-far the total normalized evaluation
cost using all fidelities.
ing rate, dropout rate for all layers, and weight decay (the
L2 regularization factor in the GCN loss). We set up two
graph datasets Cora [48] and Citeseer [48] as two tasks.
The fidelity is defined by the number of training epochs
K ranging from Kmin = 100 to Kmax = 500. Given
a bandit structure [bmin , bmax , η], the fidelity mapping
from b to K is a linear function interpolating [bmin , Kmin ]
and [bmax , Kmax ]. We use the [bmin , bmax , η] = [1, 27, 3]
bandit structure with np = 4 passes. Each evaluation at
highest fidelity requires several seconds using 1 NERSC
Cori GPU (NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU).
A comparison of the tuning history is summarized
in Figure 5. Tuning histories are averaged over 10 runs,
with the shaded area being the standard error. We note
that, on average, GPTuneBand not only finds the best
final objective value, but also optimizes the performance
faster than other tuners. For this example, GPTuneBand
shows efficient multi-task and multi-fidelity tuning.
5.5 HPC Application: NIMROD
In addition, we run single-task, multi-fidelity tuning
on a large-scale HPC application NIMROD for modeling
reactor-scale tokamaks. NIMROD is a time-marching code
for modeling extended magnetohydrodynamic equations,
whose most computationally expensive component is
solving multiple nonsymmetric sparse linear systems
using SuperLU DIST at each time step.
In this experiment, we consider single-task tuning
of the marching time by fixing a geometry model and
discretization with 16 NERSC Cori nodes and a total
of 512 MPIs. We pick four integer tuning parameters
affecting computation granularity of matrix assembly in
NIMROD and matrix factorization in SuperLU DIST. The
fidelity level is defined by the number of time steps t,
where tmin = 3 to tmax = 30. Given that the runtime

of one function evaluation is proportional to t, we map
a fidelity level b to number of time steps t by linearly
interpolating between [bmin , tmin ] and [bmax , tmax ].
For fast and reliable evaluations of the tuning
objective, we use the so-called reverse communication
interface (RCI, see Section 3.2.2 of [2]). However,
other autotuners (OpenTuner, BOHB or TPE) do not
support RCI, and therefore we only apply GPTune
and GPTuneBand to tune NIMROD. Tuning histories
are plotted in Figure 6 (left). GPTuneBand is able
to find better runtime faster than GPTune, and the best
runtime is about 7% faster than the default parameter
configuration (the first sample in Figure 6).
5.6 HPC Application: MFEM
We also run single-task and multi-fidelity tuning on another large-scale HPC application MFEM. MFEM [4] is a
high-performance scalable finite element discretization
library, containing a collection of discretization algorithms, linear system solvers, and application drivers.
Here we focus on using first order Nédélec elements on
tetrahedral mesh to discretize a unit cube for solving
highly indefinite Maxwell equations. Once the linear
system is constructed, we solve it with the multi-frontal
sparse solver STRUMPACK[53] with block low-rank (BLR)
compression algorithms.
In this experiment, we consider single-task tuning of
total MFEM runtime using 16 NERSC Cori nodes. There
are three tuning parameters indicating the number of
OpenMP threads per MPI, cutoff size of BLR compressed
fronts, and leaf sizes in BLR compression. The fidelity
level is defined by the mesh resolution on the geometry.
Specifically, we use the [bmin , bmax , η] = [1, 8, 8] bandit
structure, corresponding to linear systems of size N =
1872064 (high fidelity) and N = 238688 (low fidelity).
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Figure 5: Tuning history of GCN on 2 tasks/datasets Cora (Left) and Citeseer (Right). Averaged over 10 runs.
Plots are the historically best function values at the highest fidelity versus thus-far the total normalized evaluation
cost using all fidelities.

Figure 6: (Left) Tuning history of NIMROD: single task, bandit structure [bmin , bmax , η] = [1, 8, 2]. Averaged
over 4 runs with the shaded area being the standard error. (Right) Tuning history of FMEM: single task, bandit
structure [bmin , bmax , η] = [1, 8, 8]. Averaged over 7 runs with the shaded area being the standard error.
Same as NIMROD, we only use the RCI-enabled GPTune
and GPTuneBand to tune MFEM. Tuning results are
plotted in Figure 6 (right). GPTuneBand is able to
find better runtime faster than GPTune, and the best
runtime is about 1.7x (1.7 times) faster than the default
parameter configuration (the first sample in Figure 6).
6

Conclusion

We developed GPTuneBand, a gernal tuning framework
that supports both multi-task and multi-fidelity (MTMF)
tuning, well-suited for tuning large-scale HPC applications when the number of application runs is limited.
GPTuneBand outperforms other state-of-the-art autotuners on the MTMF tuning of a wide range of numerical software packages and machine learning methods.
GPTuneBand is implemented within the framework of
GPTune, which is a recently developed, publicly available, multi-task autotuner. Therefore, GPTuneBand
essentially extends the GPTune tuning framework to a

multi-fidelity setting, inherits all features of GPTune,
and is also publicly available. Limitations, and therefore future developing directions of GPTuneBand may
include: 1) a more rigorous investigation on task correlations, 2) an improvement of GPTuneBand on multi-task
tuning for a large number of tasks, 3) a relaxation of
the multi-task modeling, to allow different number of
samples for each task in the LCM modeling.
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